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Two Lefschetz-type fixed point theorems are formulated in this paper. The second of these 
gives conditions which guarantee fixed points for maps from an inverse limit space to itself. Many 
of the standard fixed point results of the Lefschetz type are a consequence of these two theorems. 
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1 lix points Lefschetz number I 
homology Q-simplicial spaces 
Let X be a finite simplicial complex, f: X+X be a continuous function and 
f*i: H,(X) -+ H,(X) be the ith induced homomorphism with homology taken over 
the rational numbers. If the Lefschetz number off is not 0, 
i?f=C (-1)’ trace(&) f 0, 
then the Lefschetz-Hopf theorem assures that f has a fixed point (an x E X such 
that f(x) =x). 
There are spaces X other than simplicial complexes for which the conclusion of 
the Lefschetz-Hopf theorem remains true. For example, absolute neighborhood 
retracts, Lefschetz [ 161; quasi complexes, Lefschetz [ 151; approximate ANR-S, 
Granas [lo]; semi-complexes, Browder [ 11; weak semi-complexes, Thompson [ 191; 
and Q-simplicial spaces, Knill [ 131, which include the classes previously mentioned. 
See [ 11, 131 for other classes of spaces for which analogous fixed point results apply. 
There are also spaces and functions defined on those spaces for which the Lefschetz- 
Hopf theorem does not hold [ 121. This fact led Borsuk [3] to impose conditions on 
the maps, rather than on the underlying spaces, that assure fixed points. His work 
has been extended by Dugundji [4] and Gauthier [8]. 
In this paper the results of Knill and Borsuk-Dugundji-Gauthier are unified and 
generalized. The principle concept required to accomplish this goal is the notion 
of a Q-simplicial map which is in the spirit of Knill’s Q-simplicial condition on 
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spaces. Using this new approach, conditions on a map f: X+X, where X is an 
inverse limit space, are given which insure that f has a fixed point. Essentially, new 
proofs are given of Knill’s fixed point result on Q-simplicial spaces and his result 
on topological groups [ 13,141. 
1. The Borsuk trace theorem 
In this section a version of the Borsuk trace theorem is established. See [3] and [4]. 
We recall the following proposition (Granas [ 111) concerning the trace, tr( 4), of 
a vector space homomorphism 4. 
Proposition 1. Let V and W be jinite dimensional vector spaces and let 4, $,, 7, T be 
linear maps such that the following diagram is commutative. 
Then tr( 4) = tr( n). 
The triple {S,, ri, E} will denote an inverse system of sets S,, a E 2, where 1 is 
a directed set. When b > a 
97:: s,+s, 
will be the projection map from S,, to S,. The inverse limit of the inverse system 
will be denoted by 
Lim S,. 
For a E 1, T‘, : Lim, S, + S, will be the projection map from lim, S, to S,. 
Lemma 1. Let {V,, T:, 2} be an inverse system of finite dimensional vector spaces 
that has limit V, 
V= Lim V,. 
Then for each a E 2, there exists a b E 2 such that 
&Vh)=~U(V). 
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. (See Lemma 1 and [4].) 
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Lemma 2. Let {V,, n-2, .E} be an inverse system of finite dimensional vector spaces 
that has a finite dimensional limit, 
V=Lim VU. 
Then 
(1) for a sujiciently large, TT~ : V + VU is a monomorphism, and 
(2) for b sujkiently large, T:( V,,) = rrU( V). 
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. (See Lemma 1 and [4].) 
Theorem 1 (Borsuk Trace Theorem). Let { V,, ~2, 2} be an inverse system offinite 
dimensional vector spaces that has a finite dimensional limit 
V= Lim V,. 
Let A be a cofinal subset of TX and let 0 : V + V be a linear map. Suppose that for each 
a E A, there exists an a’ E TX, a’> a, such that for every c E A, c > a’, there exists a 
b = b(c) E A, b > c, and a linear map C#Q, : V,.+ V, satisfying 
See the following diagram. 
Then for a and b sufjiciently large, 
tr( 0) = tr( z-TT,h.&). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 (part 1) we may choose an a E 1 so that rra: V+ V, is a 
monomorphism. Let a’ be as given in the hypothesis. By Lemma 1 there exists a 
c > a’ such that rrz( V,) = T,,( V). Then there exists a b > c and a map C& : V,,+ V, 
satisfying 
rri&7rTT,, = rr*O or z+i-~$q&~ = ?i-:‘rr,& 
Since rrz’]~~( V) is a monomorphism and z-t( V,) = na,( V), it follows that 
~~~8 = -7i-2.&~~, or ?T,&r,:l~~( V) = ?&&+r,( V). 
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Set I,!I, = 19rr,JIn~,( V), & = ~-&f+l~,,( V). Also, set I,& = YT~&, : V,,+ T~.( V). Then the 
following diagram is commutative. 
V 
““, 
>Td( VI 
inc 
f v, 
By Proposition 1 
tr( 0) = tr( &) = tr(5-24#+), 
and this completes the proof. cl 
2. The main theorem 
Chain complexes and homology groups are taken over Q the rational numbers. 
Specifically, if P is a simplicial complex, then C,(P) denotes the chain complex 
of P over Q and H,(P) the simplicial homology of P over Q. All chain maps are 
augmentation preserving [17] and, as usual, if 4 : C,(P) + C,(P’) is a chain map, 
then 4* : H,(P) + H,( P’) denotes the induced homomorphism from the homology 
groups of P to that of P’. We state a fundamental theorem of Hopf [S]. 
Theorem (Hopf Trace Theorem). Let P be a jinite simplicial complex of dimension n 
and let 4 : C,(P) + C,(P) be a chain map. Then 
,io (-l)’Mdi) = $io 
. IS a homology theory over Q that is 
finitely generated, then the Lefschetz number off is defined by 
Af =C (-1)’ tr(f*,). 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let A = Cov(X) be the family of all 
finite covers of X. Let 
Ly={U I,..., u,}ECOV(X). 
Two simplicial complexes associated with CY are described. The first, the nerve of 
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(Y, which is denoted by X,, or N(a), has as vertices the elements of CY and 
U,,, . . . , U,, E a determines an r-simplex of X,,, if and only if n;=,, U,, # (d. Such 
an r-simplex will be denoted by (U,, . . . U,,.). The second, the Vietoris complex of 
CY, which is denoted by X,,, has as vertices the points of X and x,], . . . , x, E X 
determines an r-simplex of Xc., if and only if, {x0,. . . , x,} is contained in some 
member of (Y. 
If CE C,(X,) is a chain, then the carrier of c, car(c), is the smallest subset p of 
cr such that c is a chain in C,(N(P)), and sup(c) = U{ U,] U, E ,B}. If c E C&(X,) 
is a chain, then sup(c) equals the intersection of those sets Y G X such that 
c E C,(Y). If cr E Cov(X) and A G X, then St,,(A) = lJ{ U, 1 U, E (Y and U,nA # I?}. 
For n > 1, St:(A) = St,(StZ-‘(A)). 
Ifcu={Ur,..., U,,}andp={V,,...,V,}~Co~(X),and/3isarefinementofa, 
p > LY (each member of p is a subset of some member of cu), then there is a simplical 
Such a map is defined on the vertices of X, by sending each V, 
V, c U,. For the Vietoris setting, let ??t : xp + T?, be induced by the 
,. 
to a U, where 
inclusion map. 
The maps r: and ?/E are referred to as projections. In general rrt is not unique. 
However, if rrt’ . IS another projection, then the induced homomorphisms on the 
homology groups are equal [7], 
I-i’_ B . r<,* - niT,,*. H*(Xp)+ H*(X). 
The groups H,(X,), cy E Cov(X), together with the “projections” r!, : H,(X,) + 
H,(X,), p > LY, form an inverse system and the limit 
H,(X) = Lim H,(X,) 
is the Tech homology of X. Similarly, the groups H,(X,,) together with the “projec- 
tions” iii,: H,(X,)+ H,(X,,), p > (Y, form an inverse system and the limit 
H,(X) = Lim H,(r?,,) 
is the Vietoris homology of X. 
Assume X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces and f: X + Y is a continuous 
function. If (Y = { U,, . . , U,} E Cov( Y), then 
P=f~‘(~)={f~‘(u,),...,f~‘(u,)}ECov(X). 
In a natural way, simplicial maps 
f0: &+ ye and fu: X,-Y, 
are defined which give rise to inverse systems of maps 
{f;?.i~~Cov(Y)] and {xJa~Cov(Y)], 
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respectively, with limits 
f,: H,(X)+H,(Y) and f,: H,(X)+H,(Y), 
respectively. 
In [6] Dowker established, among other things, an isomorphism between the 
Vietoris and tech homology of a compact Hausdorff space X. We summarize his 
results that are pertinent to this work. 
Theorem (Dowker). Let X be a compact Hausdorflspace, and let a E Cov(X). Then 
there exist chain maps 
w, : C,(X,)+ C,(X,) and W,, : C,(X,)+ C,(X,) 
which are natural isomorphisms that satisfy: 
(1) - w,*w,* = id and w~~*wa* = id, 
(2) if a and p E Cov(X), p > a, then ii!,wP* = w*,T~, and ~f.+w~.+ = w,,,?f,, 
(3) iff: X -+ Y is continuous, a E Cov( Y) and p =f-‘(a), then wa*ftiu* =fn*wO* 
and w,,.& =fn*wP*, and ’ 
(4) (i) for each CE C&(X,), SUP(W~(C))G sup(c), and 
(ii) for each CE C,(Xe), SUP(+~(C))G St,(sup(c)). 
Let XL be the barycentric subdivision of X,, and let sd(cw): C,(X,)+ C,(Xh) 
be the subdivision map. For each vertex A = ( U,. . . U,), U, E a, set p<?(A) equal to 
some point p en:=” Ui. Then pn becomes a simplicial map and w, is defined by 
the composition w, =pUsd. The function W, is defined similarly. 
Proposition 2. Suppose X is a compact Hausdorff space and f: X + X is a continuous 
function with no fixed points (f(x) # x or all x E X). Then there exists an open cover f 
a of X such that zf U,, . . . , U,, E cy and n:_, U, f 0, then IJ U, n Stif(U U,) = 0. 
Proof. Let 7 be a cover of X such that if WE T, thenf( W) n W =0. Select a finite 
cover (Y of X with the property that {St”,(U) ( U E a} is a refinement of r [20]. Let 
LJL,..., U,, E a and assume n:=, U, # 0. Then St’,(l_. U,) c W for some WE T. Since 
Sti(U Uil nf0.J u)G Wnf(W)=0, 
it follows that 
IJ U, n St’,f(U Ui) = 0. q 
In that which follows, A denotes a cofinal subset of Cov(X). 
Definition 0 (using Vietoris complexes). A continuous function f: X + X is said 
to be a Q-simplicial map if for each (Y E A, there exists an (Y’ E Cov(X) with LY’ > (Y 
such that for each /3 E A there exists a chain map 
6: C,(&) + C&(X,) 
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such that 
sup(J(3) c StJ(sup(3) 
for EE C,(X<,.). 
Definition Q (using nerves). A continuous function f :X+X is said to be a Q- 
simplicial map if for each (Y E A, there exists an (Y’E Cov(X) with cy’> (Y such that 
for each p E A there exists a chain map 
4 : C,(X,,) + C,(Xp) 
such that 
sup($J(c)) c st,%f(suP(c)). 
for c E C,(X,,,). 
In the above two definitions LY and p can range over possibly different cofinal sets. 
Proposition 3. DeJinitions 0 and Q are equivalent. 
Proof. Definition Q implies Definition Q is proven here. The other half of the 
argument is easier and is embedded in the proof of Theorem 2 (compare, [ 14, p. 1491). 
Let LY be a cover of X. Pick a cover czI > (Y with the property that {St:?,(U) 1 CJ E 
a,} > CL Let a2 be a refinement of (Y, with the property that if VE a2 then f( V) c_ W 
for some WE a,. Let (Y’= a; be the cover of X (corresponding to (Y*) that is assured 
by Definition Q. 
Let p be a cover of X and choose p’> (Y, that is also a refinement of p. Let 
4, : C#(&~) + GA+) 
be the map that is given by Definition Q, and set 
4 = ii; w&, W,x,: C?#(%) + Gcq3). 
Let CG C,(X,). By part 4 of Dowker’s Theorem 
sup( W,.( C)) 5 St,(sup( F)). 
Then 
sup(&W,(C) c St,.St,,zf(sup(w,,(F))) E st,,st,zf(st,,(sup(C>) 
G st,.st”Lst,,f(sUp(C)) c St,f(sup(c)). 
Again by part 4 of Dowker’s theorem, 
suP(wp~~,~W~(~)) c suP(&*O,(c)), 
so 
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Thus, 
sup(q;(3) =suPb$q3~~,w,~(c)) E sup(&w,,,(F) c St,(f(sup(c))). 0 
Theorem 2. Let X be a compact Hausdorflspace withjkitely generated homology. Let 
f: x-+x 
be a Q-simplicial map and let Af be the Lefschetz number off: If Af # 0, then f has a 
Jixed point. 
Proof. let cy E A = Cov(X). Select (Y, E A such that {St,,(u) 1 u E (Y,} > (Y. Now select 
CX,EA so that a,>cu,, and for U E (Y*, there exists a WE a, with 
f(U)E W. 
Select (Y’ corresponding to CY~ (in place of cz) as given in Definition 0. Let p be a 
refinement of A = f -‘(a’). 
Then there exists a map 
6: C,(X,.)+ C&(X,) 
satisfying 
sup(&(Z)) E StJf(sup(4)) 
for ?E C,(X,,). 
Now let 2 be a simplex in x,, and let (T be a face of 2. Since cu’> cz2 > a,, there 
exists a VE a such that 
SkJf(sup(&)) s v. 
So, 
sup($(@)) c St,,f(sup(6)) c St,,f(sup(i)) G v. (1) 
Let r] be a refinement of both p and (Y’, and then consider the diagram below. 
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For each simplex 8 in C,(J?,), let r(a) be the simplex with vertices 
sup 7zL‘JLd#(~) u UC supbeLG&8(~)~, 
where (T is a face of a. 
Clearly, sup 5?::#fecrn-’ ,,+(a)=f(sup(i)). It then follows from (1) that r(a) is 
a simplex of x, and if CT is a face of 2, then r(e) G r(n). It is clear that 
is an acyclic carrier for ii~~f,,,~~, and ii!,&?:.,; it follows by the acyclic carrier 
theorem [7, p. 1721 that 
-a’ - 
gx,* f -R - -P n,*TA* - =n* &37;.*: ff*Gf,)+ H*RJ. (2) 
Set 4 = W&w,,, where Gp and w, are as given in Dowker’s Theorem, and consider 
the following diagram. 
WJ 
a’* \ 
\ l W,,) /I \ 
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Note that X,,, X, etc. are the nerves of 7, p, etc., respectively. We conclude from 
Dowker’s Theorem that each rectangle in the diagram is commutative and each “W” 
is an isomorphism. These facts, together with (2), imply that 
a’ 
=a* f 
7 - u’*+JrA* - =0* @ Cp+rr:,,: H*(X,) + H*(X,). 
Now consider the next diagram. 
n 
H,(X) 
TV)* 
‘f&(X,) 
-,> * 
l H*(X,,) 
H,(X) 
n.. * rH (x) 
* ‘I 
It follows that 
with the property 
Since the homology of X is finitely generated, there is an n so that if m 2 n then 
H,,,(X) = 0. Lemma 2 (part 1) may be applied n times in choosing (Y so that rra* 
is a monomorphism. The homology of X,., H,(X,,), is finitely gencrated, so there 
is a p such that if m 2 p then H,,,(X,.) = 0. Applying Lemma 2 (part 2) p times, /3 
may be chosen so that nE,*;( H,(X,)) E -rr,,,,(H,(X)), i = 0,. . . , p - 1. The Borsuk 
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trace theorem implies that 
tr(f*i)=tr(~~‘*,~*,), i=O,...,p-1, 
and clearly 
Wt*i) =tr(45, 4,;)=0 for iZp. 
Thus, 
Af = A?&+. (3) 
Suppose that f does not have a fixed point. Then select cy in accordance with the 
above argument together with the condition that for each simplex A in X,, 
sup(A) n St?Yf(sup(A)) = 4. (4) 
That such an a exists follows from Proposition 2. Let A’ be a simplex in X,.. Since 
a’> (Y, 
sup(A’) n St?f(sup(A’)) = 4. 
Now let c be a chain in C,(X,.). Then by Dowker’s theorem (part 4) 
sup( w,( c)) G sup(c). 
By hypothesis, we have 
(9 
SUP(&d(C)) c sLu(suP Wd(C)) s xJ”(sup(c)). 
Again by Dowker’s theorem (part 4), 
sup(@(c)) = SUP(W,&J,~(C)) c St,sup(&w,(c)) c stpst,j-(sup(c)). 
Thus, 
sup(7&~(c)) 5 St,,St,St,f(sup(c)) G St:f(sup(c)). 
We have from (3) and the Hopf trace theorem that 
C (-1)” tr(&+,@,) f 0. 
(6) 
Thus, for some i there exists an i-simplex A’ in X,,. such that 
SLlp(A’) G SUP nE’,+i$g(A’). 
So by (6) 
sup(A’) G St;‘,f(sup(A’)), 
which is not compatible with (4). This completes the proof. 0 
3. Applications 
Recall the definition of a Q-simplicial map. If X is a compact Hausdorff space 
and the identity map i : X + X is a Q-simplicial map, then X is called a Q-simplicial 
space (Knill [3]). 
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Theorem 3. If X is a Q-simplicial space, then every continuous function f: X + X is a 
Q-simplicial map. 
Proof. Let (Y be a cover of X. Choose a cover T > (Y with the property that f( 7) > LY. 
The condition f( 7) > LY means that if U E T then f( U) c V for some V E a. Let 7’ 
be the cover that is assured by the fact that the identity map is Q-simplicial. Set 
(Y’= 7’. Let p E Cov(X) and set P’=_/-‘(P). There exists a chain map 
4’: C,(X,,) + C,(X,,) 
satisfying 
sup( 4’( c)) G St,St,sup( c), 
for CE C,(X,,). Set 4 =f+4’ (see the diagram below). 
(7) 
For c E G&X,,) f(sup(4’(c)) = sup(f+(+‘(c))) = sup(4(c)). So by (7), 
sup(+(c)) sf(St&sup(c)), and it is easy to see that 
f(St,, St,sup( c)) G St,St,f(sup( c)). 
Thus, 
Theorem 4. Let X be a compact Hausdorfl space and let f: X + X be continuous. If 
for each cover LY of X, there exists a Q-simplicial space Y(a) and continuous functions 
p: X+Y(a) and q: Y,+X 
such that for each x E X there exists U = U(x) E a with the property that .f(x) and 
pq(x) E U, then f is a Q-simplicial map. 
Proof. Let (Y be a cover of X. Select a cover S with the property that for each U E 6, 
St,(U) c V for some VE a. Corresponding to S there is a Q-simplicial space 
Y(6)=Yandmapsp:X~Yandq:Y~Xsuchthatforx~X,thereexists UE~ 
and f(x), and qp(x) E U. Set (T = q-‘(S) and let a’> v be a cover of Y that is assured 
by the fact that Y is a Q-simplicial space. Set LY’ = pP’( a’). Let p be a cover of X, 
and set /3’= q-‘(p). There exists a chain map 4’: C,( Y,,) + C,( Yp,) such that 
sup(4’(z)) 5 St,St,sup(z), 
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for z E C,( Ym,). Define 4 by 
4=s&P’P#. 
See the diagram. 
Let c E C,(X,,,). Then 
and 
q(sup(p,(c))) c St:(f(suP(c))), 
so 
SUP(4’(P#(C))) c Stp,%(suP(P,(c))). 
sup(#J(c)) = sup(q,+‘p,(c)) s q(%l%suP(P#(c))) 
c st,%q(suP(P#(c))) 
G S$&Z,f(sup(c)) G St,St,f(sup(c)). 
This completes the proof. 0 
The following theorem has been established by Knill [ 131. An alternate and more 
direct proof is given here. 
Theorem 5. A finite simplicial complex K is a Q-simplicial space. 
Proof. For n = 1,2, . . . let K” denote the nth barycentric subdivision of K. For each 
vertex p of K”, let 
a,(p)=K”-U{AjA. IS a simplex in K” that does not contain 
Set a, ={ch(p)lp is a vertex in K”}. Then LY, is a finite open cover of 
select LY = LY, and /3 = (Y,,, for m > n. There are natural isomorphisms 
I 
K,AK” and Kpa K”. 
Define 4: C,(K,)+ C,(K,) by 
PI. 
K”. Now 
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where sd m--n is the m - n subdividion map of K” (see the diagram). 
C,(K,) 
L 
l G(K”) 
It is clear that for c E C,(K,) 
sup(+(c)) G sup(c) G St,St,sup(c). 
Let % be a class of topological spaces, and let X be a compact Hausdorff space. 
Then X is said to be approachable by ‘%? (see [ 111, [13]) if for every cover (Y of X 
there exists a member Y(cY) of % and continuous maps 
p: X+Y(a) and q: Y((Y)+X 
such that for each x E X, there exists a U = U(x) in LY with the property that x and 
qp(x) E u. 
ANR spaces are approachable by polyhedra. It follows by Theorems 4 and 5 that 
ANR spaces are Q-simplicial [13]. 
Let X be a metric space with metric d(x, JJ) and let A be a subspace of X. Then 
A is said to be an e-retract ofX (e > 0) if there exists a continuous function 
r: X+A 
such that d(u, (r(u))) < F, for all a E A. If A is an s-retract of X for all E > 0, then 
A is called an approximate retract of X. A compact space X is said to be an 
approximate ANR if for every embedding h :X + Y, where Y is a metric space, 
h(X) is an approximate retract of some Y-open set that contains h(X) [lo]. 
Proposition 4. An approximate retract is a Q-simpliciul space. 
Proof. Let X be an approximate retract. Without loss of generality it may be assumed 
that X is a subset of a Banach space. There exists an open set U such that X is 
an &-retract (r,) of U for all F > 0. There exists an ANR R such that X c R G U 
[2,9]. It follows from the diagram below that X is approachable by ANRs. 
R 
X 
Thus, X is a Q-simplicial space. U 
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A number of preliminary facts need to be presented before discussing the next 
application. 
Lemma 3. Let X be a normal space and let (C,, V,) be pairs of subspaces such that 
C, is closed in X, V, is open in X, 
C,GVi, i=l,..., n 
and I_. V, =X. Then there exist open subsets U, of X, i = 1,. . . , n such that 
C,G lJ,s U,E Vi, i=l,..., n, 
and U U, =X. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
The following is a consequence of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. Let (C,, V,), i = 1,. . . , n, be a finite collection of pairs of subspaces of a 
normal space X. Further, suppose that for each i, i = 1,. . , n, C, is closed in X, V, is 
openinXandC,cV.. Thenfori=l,..., n, there exists an open set U, of X such that 
c, c u, G U, c v, 
and n C,, # 0, if and only iJ n Uii # 0. 
The next Lemma follows from the previous two Lemmas. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that X is a compact subset of a normal space N and (Y = { V, , . . . , V,,} 
is an open cover of X by N-open sets. Then there is a refinement p = { U, , . . . , U,} of 
a so that ,t3 is a cover of X and 
n Ui, = 0, if and only if n U,, n X = 0. 
Lemma 6. Let {X,, T:, I} be an inverse system of compact Hausdorffspaces that has 
limit X. Then there exists a cojinal family A of covers of X such that tfa E A, then 
there exists an a E 2 and a cover a, of X, such that T:‘( a,) = a and the nerve of a, 
is isomorphic to the nerve of a. 
The Lemma follows from Lemma 5. 
Lemma 7. Let T? be an n-fold covering space of a compact space X, with covering map 
_ 
p: x+x 
and let u and 6 be covers of X and X, respectively. Then there exists covers r = 
cu, >. . ., u,} and 7 = {vt,, . . . , vln, . . . , u,,, , . . , v,,} ofXand*, respectively, satisfying 
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(1) r is a re$nement of cr and F is a rejinement of 6, 
(2) p-‘(Ui)=LJ~=, I’,:,, i=I ,..., m, and 
(3) there exists a chain map 8,: C,(X,)+ C,(r?;) such that p#O# = id+, that is 
p# has a right inverse. 
Proof. Let x E X and set p-‘(x) = {x,, . . . , x,}. Select a neighborhood U, of x such 
that U, is a subset of some member of u, p-‘( Ux) = lJ:=, Vxf where each V,# is a 
subset of some member of 6, and if i Zj, then V,, n Vx, = 0. Select a finite star 
refinementr={U,,..., U,} of { U, 1 x E X}. Then for each i, i = 1,. . . , m, there exist 
open sets Vi,, . . . , y,,,ofXsuchthatp-‘(U,)=U,“=, V,,,and V,jn Kk=Oifj#k.Set 
?={V I,,..., v,, )...) v, I,..., V,,}. 
It is clear that conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. Define OS: C,(X,)+ C,(&) as 
follows. Set 
e,(u,uk) = 
KIvkj(l)+* “+ KnVkj(n) 
n 
where Vi, n Vkjcr, # 0, and so on. 
Accordingly, this is the desired chain map. 0 
Let {X,, Al, Z} be an inverse system of compact Hausdorff spaces with limit 
X = Lim X,. 
Let a,={U,,..., U,,} be an open cover of X, ; set (Y = rrTT,‘({ U,, . . . , U,}) and 
Lyb = &‘({ U,) . . . ) U,,}), b > a, these being open covers of X and X,, respectively. 
Furthermore, if U, E a, then set U, = (T:)-‘( U,), b > a. Let f: X+X be continuous. 
Then f is said to be an admissible map provided that there is an increasing function 
i: E+E 
and maps 
.L: xiCal+xa, aE2 
such that 
(i) if b > a then the diagram 
is commutative, and 
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(ii) f is the inverse limit of the fa's. That is, the diagram 
is commutative for all a. 
Theorem 6. Let {X,, z-t, E} be an inverse system of compact Hausdorff Q-simplicial 
spaces and let 
X = Lim X,. 
Let f: X + X be an admissible map. Suppose that for each a E 2 and each cover oy, oj 
X,, there exists an a’ = a’(a, o) E 2 with the property that a’> a and if b > a’ and 
i(a’) then there exists a covering space Cxco., = C,(u.,(~,, a’, b) of X,(,,,, with covering 
map 
P : ccl27 + Xi(d) 
and a “push back” map 
g : CiCd, + Xh 
with the property that for each x E Ci(a,, , there exists U, E ay, such that 
rig(x), &f,,P(X) E U,, 
(equivalently, Ti5g(x), f,‘p(x) E U,, where U,,E a,,). Then f is a Q-simplicial map. 
The terminology “push back” was suggested by R. F. Brown. 
Proof. Let (Y be a cover of X. A cover (Y’ of X must be found so that for each cover 
/3 of X, in some cofinal family, there exists a chain map 
4 : C?+(Xd) + CAX,) 
such that 
sup(4(c)) c $3%J(sup(c)) 
for c E C,(X,,). Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that there exists an 
a E 2 and LY arises from a cover LY, of X, (a = ~;‘(a,)). Let S, be a refinement of 
(Y, with the property that if U, E S,, then there exists a V, E a, such that 
stL( U,) S v,. 
Let a’ be as given in the hypothesis (corresponding to a and 6,). 
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Let u be a cover of Xi(a,j with the property that if V E CT then fO,( V) G R, for some 
R E 6,s. Let U’ > u be a cover of Xica,, that is assured by the fact that XicO,, is a 
Q-simplicial space. Set LY’ = slr,(i,,(cr’) (so that cy:(,,) = u’). 
Let p be a cover of X. By Lemma 6 and the definition of a Q-simplicial map, it 
may be assumed that p is chosen so that there exists a b E E:, with i(a’) and a’< 6, 
and X, and Xhah are naturally isomorphic. It also may be assumed that Ph > 8,,. 
Further, from the hypothesis there is a covering space C = Cccl,, of Xi(afj with 
covering map 
p: c+x,,,,, 
and map 
g: c+x,, 
with the property that if x E C, then there exists U,, = U,(x) E S,, so that 
7&g(x),f,&) E u,,. 
Let (T = g-‘(p,,) be the indicated cover of C. By Lemma 7 there exists a cover ? 
of C and a cover r of Xj(a,j such that F> 6, T> a, p(F) = T and the mapping 
P# : c#(G) + c#(xi(a’)7) 
has a right inverse 8+ : C,(Xicac,,) + C,( C;). Let 4’: C,(X,,,(,,.) + C#(Xi(a’)T) be the 
map that is given as a consequence ofthe fact that XjcO,, is a Q-simplicial space. Define 
4 : G(Xd) + G(&) 
by 
-1 
4 = rb,g,i,8,+‘r, 
where rr# = T;(~,)# and i, is a chain map induced by inclusion. See the diagram. 
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Let CE C,(X,,). It is easy to see that 
f,(suP(r#(c))) s St,‘, ra,f(sup(c)). (8) 
By the fact that Xica,) is Q-simplicial and by the choice of 4’, it follows that 
SUP(4’(~#(C))) E St,SLsuP(~,(c)) 
Thus, 
&(suP(4’(r#(c)))) ~fcl,(st,st,sup(~,(c))) s st~‘J,(sup(7r#(c))) 
and by (8) St2fi,,,fa,(sup(T,(c))) c St2,.r0.f(sup(c)). SO 
J;,(suP(4’(r#(c)))) G st’,“.%J-(sup(c)). (9) 
Let x E W where WE Car(O,4’r,(c)). SInce ~~0, = id#, p(x) E SU~(~‘V+(C)). 
There exists U,,E S,, such that 
&P(X), &g(x) E u,,. 
From (9) 
&P(X) E St:“.Qf(sup(c)). 
Thus, 
&g(x) E st”,“.%f(sup(c)). 
There exists a set S E Car(g, i, O# $‘nTT#( c)) such that g( W) G S. Since Ph > S,, 
7&(S) c St;,.%U(sup(c)), 
and from the definition of 15,~ 
Stz,.%U(suP(c))) G %,,.r,.f(sup(c)). 
So T?(S) G StUU~d(f(sup(c))). Consequently, Sz S&5-&sup(c)), 77;‘(S)~ 
Car(4(c)), and 
77-;‘(s) G St,f(sup(c)) c StpSt,f(sup(c)>. 
Since all members of Car(r$(c)) arise in this manner, 
sup(4(c)) s St,St,f(sup(c)). 
This completes the proof. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 6, a version of the Dugundji-Borsuk fixed point 
theorem [3,4] is established. 
Theorem 7. Let X,, X2,. . . be a nested sequence of metric Q-simplicial spaces. Set 
x =n x,. Suppose 
f: x+x 
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is continuous. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that f can be extended to 
a map 
p: x,+x,. 
Suppose that for E > 0, there exists an m such that for k 2 m there exists a map 
satisfyingd(g,(x),f(x))<e,forxEX,,,. Then f is a Q-simplicial map. If the homology 
of X is finitely generated and Af # 0, then f has a jixed point. 
Proof. Select X,, and a cover of X,,. Let E > 0 be less then the Lebesgue number of 
the covering. There exists an X, so that for each k 2 m, there is a map g, : X, + Xk 
such that d(g,(x), f(x))< E, for x E X,. If follows that gk(x) and f(x) are in a 
common member of the cover. By Theorem 6 it is concluded that f is a Q-simplicial 
map. The last part of the theorem’s conclusion follows from Theorem 2. il 
Gauthier [8] has extended Dugundji and Borsuk’s results to the compact Hausdorff 
setting; Theorem 6 can also be used to establish a version of this fact. In the 
Dugundji-Borsuk-Gauthier theorem, the X,‘s are required to be Lefschetz spaces 
which is weaker than the condition on the X,‘s in Theorem 7. 
Theorem 8. Suppose that {X,, n-t, .Z} is an inverse system of Q-simplicial spaces with 
limit 
X=LimX,. 
Suppose that for a, b E E with b > a there exists a covering space C, of X0 and a map 
g: c,+x, 
such that nig = P, (where P, : C, +X, is the covering map). Then X is a Q-simplicial 
space. 
Proof. From Theorem 6 it is clear that the identity map on X is a Q-simplicial 
map. 0 
Corollary 1. Suppose that {X,, ~2, E} is an inverse system of Q-simplicial spaces with 
limit 
X=LimX,. 
If for each pair a, b E 2, the projection map 
rr:: Xh’Xa 
is either a covering map or a retraction, then X is a Q-simplicial space. 
Actually, V: (X, : X, + X, need only be a homeomorphism. 
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Proof. Assume b > a. The “covering map” case follows from Theorem 8 and the 
diagram below. 
x, = c, 
The other case follows from Theorem 8 and the diagram 
xl-----+ x, ,I 
ii‘, 
where g = (rr!]XC,))‘. q 
Let G be a compact topological group. Following the analysis of Weil [21, pp. 
8%901 (see [ 14]), there exists an inverse system {G,, rE,.X} of compact Lie groups 
such that 
G=Lim G, 
and the projections V: : Gh + G, are subjective. Furthermore, each G, is isomorphic 
to (A, x S,)/ F, where A, is the connected component of the center of G,, S, is a 
semisimple subgroup of G, and F, is a finite subgroup. It follows that A, x S, is 
a covering space of G,. Now S, has a cover gU where s0 is a product of simply 
connected simple groups. Set C?U = A, x go,. Then 6a is a covering space of G, and 
let pU be the covering map. 
If b > a, then ri: G,, + G,, rt(A,,) C_ A, and ri(Sh) C_ S,. The map ~5 lifts to a 
map 
with G,b(Ab) _C A, and &,“(&) c &. The map 7F,bl$, is a projection map of a product 
space onto a factor space and, as such, has a right inverse which is denoted by p. 
Now A,, and A, can be relaized as quotients R”/Z” and R”‘/Z”‘, respectively, 
with n 3 m, and the homomorphism &!\A,, can be realized as a surjective map 
R” R” 
=: zn-,zm. 
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There are vectors u,, . . . , ~1, in Z,, such that 
T(V), . . . , d%n) 
is a basis of rr(Z”). There exists a homomorphism 
defined by o(ei) = u, where the e,‘s are the standard basis vectors of R”. The map 
nu: Rm/Zm + R”‘/Z”’ is a surjective homomorphism and va(Z”) = ~(2”). By the 
bundle structure theorem [18, p. 301 R”/ TWT(Z~) is a covering space of R”‘/Z”‘. 
The map TV: R”‘/Z”’ + R”‘/Tc(Z~) is an isomorphism, and the diagram below is 
commutative (p is the covering map). 
R” 
%-a(2”) 
(7x+ P 
J 1 
R” ?Kr R” 
Z” 
-T Z 
Set Ga = (R”/n-a(Z”)) x $a and T= (IT)‘. Then 6, is a covering space of G,. 
Let i0 be the covering map. Set $J =ph 0 T x p. Then the diagram below is commu- 
tative. 
Thus, it has been shown that if G, and G,, are Lie groups and rri: Gh + G, is a 
surjective homomorphism, then there exists a covering space 6, of G, and a map 
4 : Go + Gh such that ~~~ = b0 where $a is the covering map. As a consequence of 
Theorem 8, the following has been established. 
Theorem 9 (Knill, [4]). Every compact topological group is a Q-simplicial space. 
Note that a compact Lie group is a manifold and every manifold is an ANR 
space. Thus, a compact Lie group is a Q-simplicial space. 
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